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When starting up any business, there are certain pitfalls you need to steer clear of. That’s w
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I must add here that these things to avoid are things that I have tried myself and haven’t bro

Email Address Buying
I’m sure that you’ve seen these companies before. Some work, some don’t. A majority of them do
Anyone can tell a lie. But it takes a great person to tell the truth. Sad to say, there’s not

I’ll tell you this much, the best way to build your mailing list is to do this on your own. Th

Safelist Mailing
In a word, NO! Safelists are comprised of others trying to sell their products to each other.

So, if you’re paying nothing, expect the same in return. I have personally paid for safelist m

SPAMMING
Okay, this one is pretty simple and can be summed up with just one sentence. SPAM is against t

Time-Wasters
These are a collection of "get rich quick schemes". They are lurking in every corner of the in

And they get paid every single time a new member signs up. You however are put in a pot of cou

The "Failure" Factor
This is one of the greatest success crushers there is. And it’s all caused by negative thinkin

Every single person has the mental capacity within themselves to be a success at anything they

A wonderful saying to remember is: "If you can believe it, You can achieve it!". You can do th

And if your first idea is a total flop, so what?! Get back on that horse and try again. This i

"Too Good To Be True" Products Or Sellers
And finally, always remember, if it seems too good to be true, it probably is. Now, not everyt

Never judge a book by it’s cover. Read all the details. Make certain you understand everything

In conclusion, selling products online can be an exciting and profitable business. But you hav
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